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Abstract 

The office market has traditionally been observed to be too inflexible to satisfy dynamic 

workspace demands. Market forces have continuously compressed lengths of commercial 

leases and new office solutions have evolved. As a result, the coworking sector, associated 

with a shared workspace environment, has become a multibillion-dollar industry. The aim of 

this study is to provide insights into the demand for flexible office solutions and the factors 

that make the coworking sector successful. A theoretical framework based on previously 

published research and literature is provided in order to examine and analyse the research 

question. The study is founded on empirical data based on a qualitative research 

methodology. The results are mainly based on a case study in London where the largest 

coworking operator WeWork has been studied. To support the case and increase the validity 

of the study, three supporting sources have been interviewed. The results show that there is a 

strong connection between the overall development of the business landscape and the growth 

of the coworking sector. Three factors were established to influence the demand for flexible 

office solutions: the volatile dynamics of today’s businesses, globalisation and its effects on 

migration, and the office market’s ridged lease structure. Furthermore, several factors were 

found to impact the success of the sector, including the natural development of clusters. The 

study implies that it is possible that the effects of the coworking sector will change the 

dynamics of the existing structures within the office market. 
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Sammanfattning 

Historiskt sett har kontorsmarknaden upplevts som för rigid för att kunna tillgodose flexibla 

kontorskrav. Marknadskrafter har kontinuerligt komprimerat längderna av kommersiella 

hyresavtal och nya kontorslösningar har vuxit fram. Som en följd av detta har coworking-

sektorn och dess delade kontorsmiljö vuxit till en miljardindustri. Syftet med denna studien är 

att bidra med insikter till efterfrågan bakom flexibla kontorslösningar och de faktorer som gör 

coworking-sektorn framgångsrik. Ett teoretiskt ramverk som är baserat på tidigare publicerad 

forskning och litteratur har utformats för att kunna undersöka och analysera forskningsfrågan. 

Studien bygger på det teoretiska ramverket tillsammans med en kvalitativ forskningsmetod. 

Resultatet baseras i huvudsak på en fallstudie i London där den största coworking-operatören 

WeWork har studerats. För att stödja fallstudien och öka studiens validitet har ytterligare tre 

aktörer intervjuats. Resultaten visar att det finns en stark koppling mellan den övergripande 

utvecklingen av näringslivet och coworking-sektorn. Tre faktorer har fastställts påverka 

efterfrågan på flexibla på flexibla kontorslösningar: den volatila dynamiken bland dagens 

företag, globalisering och dess effekter på migration samt kontorsmarkandes rigida 

kontraktsstruktur. Vidare har flera faktorer visat sig påverka sektorns framgång, inklusive den 

naturliga förekomsten av klusterbildning. Det är möjligt att coworking-sektorn kommer 

förändra de befintliga strukturerna på kontorsmarknaden.  
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1. Introduction 
 

“Every process of development creates the perquisites for the following. Thereby the form of 

the latter is altered, and things will turn out differently from what they would have been if 

every concrete phase of development had been compelled first to create its own conditions.”- 

Joseph Schumpeter, 1926.   

In the United Kingdom, during the 1970s and 1980s, standard form for a contract was the 

traditionally “institutional lease” i.e. the 25-year full repairing and insuring lease with 

upward-only rent. This was observed by Lizieri et al. (1998) to be too inflexible to meet the 

needs of a more volatile economic environment.  After pressure from tenants, landlords had to 

implement new types of contracts, shorter leases, break clauses and rent-free periods evolved 

into common practice (IPF, 1993). As a tool, new office solutions have progressed and been 

implemented as a workspace strategy in many firms to satisfy dynamic workspace demands 

(Becker, 1999; Becker and Sims, 2000). Market forces have continuously compressed lengths 

of commercial leases to satisfy the particular occupancy needs of individual tenants (French et 

al., 2000).  

Competitive factors in the economic environment do not only push landlords to be innovative 

in order to stay profitable. For all corporations, it is impossible to survive without facing 

reality’s constant demand of remaining innovative (Amabile, 1988). Changes in government 

regulations, international and domestic competition, and swift changes in market conditions 

requires constant and creative innovation. From the perspective of an organisation, successful 

innovation can be seen as seeds sown from creative ideas by individuals and teams active in 

the organisation (Amabile et al., 1996).   

In recent times, some specific areas over the globe have demonstrated a significant ability to 

maintain an above-average economic performance, based mainly on the birth and growth of a 

large number of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). One could mention famous 

examples such as Silicon Valley and the high-tech clusters in Oxford and Cambridge in the 

UK. Some similarities between these cluster areas have been revealed, among them is the 

existence of different kinds of relationships between the firms, from the conventional input-

output supply-chain linkages to a wide range of cooperative relationships, and the capability 

to manage extensive knowledge flows and innovation between organisations (Polenske, 

2007). This indicates that there is a need for organisations to give employees freedom and 

consent to connect and collaborate with people from different disciplines and different 

organisations. The more diverse the team, the greater the probability that they will spawn 

breakthrough innovations (Kakko, 2009). It also implies creating an environment that can 

support “immersion in concentrated activities” without diversions so that individuals have the 

time and freedom to explore new ideas. 

Concurrently employment trends show a growing number of non-employer firms (firms that 

have no employees, earn receipts over $1,000, and are subject to federal income taxes). In the 
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United States, non-employer firms showed a complete increase by 21 percent from 2002 to 

2008 (Spinuzzi, 2012). Non-employer firms in Sweden increased by 24 percent between 2008 

and 2017 (SCB, 2018). Growth in the UK private sector business population since 2000 till 

2015 has been predominantly to non-employing businesses which have increased by 73 

percent (Department for Business Innovation and Skills, 2015). One explanation is that more 

workers choose to work independently since communication and information technologies 

offer them more flexibility for doing work in settings other than the classical office (Johns 

and Gratton, 2013). 

By the late stage of the 2000s, coworking spaces mainly emerged as small work areas, 

established by and for independent workers, non-employer firms and other location-

independent professionals who became tired of the isolation of their home offices. Co-

working as a whole is generally defined by five major values: collaboration (“the willingness 

to cooperate with others to create shared values”), community (“intangible benefits, shared 

purpose”), sustainability (“do good to do well and offset the environmental footprint of the 

space”), openness (“free sharing of ideas, information and people”), and accessibility 

(“financially and physically accessible, diversity”) (Kwiatowsky, 2011). Furthermore, 

development of coworking spaces is characterised by work that spreads beyond private and 

professional spaces (Johns and Gratton, 2013). It is seen as a space that encourages 

individual/team creativity, promotes space for collaboration, stimulation, self-reflection, and 

interaction where unexpected encounters and knowledge exchange might happen. 

Today coworking spaces constitute a new type of work organisation. As a result, more 

conventional companies have embraced coworking spaces in search of innovation. Some 

corporations such as IBM and Deloitte have developed “internal coworking spaces” and some 

have decided to lease directly from the coworking operators (Leclercq-Vandelannoitte and 

Isaac, 2016). Current estimates indicate that the coworking sector, associated with its shared 

workspace environment, have evolved and become a multibillion-dollar sector (Naiop, 2015). 

 

2. Purpose and background  
 

The office landscape has transformed over recent years since the entry of serviced offices and 

the establishment of the coworking sector.  As the presence of these office solutions become 

more integrated with the traditional office market it is possible that the lines between 

conventional and more flexible space become blurrier. Landlords must face shifting structures 

of the business population and respond to a growing demand for flexibility and innovation 

from tenants. Theory suggests that there are three leading strategies for landlords to enter the 

coworking sector (Green, 2014). These include: 

1) Renting out space to third-party coworking operators. 

2) Entering the market directly by subdividing floor planes and self-operating 

shared workstations. 
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3) Providing “step-out” space for smaller companies. Landlords rent space to 

emerging small companies with high growth potential with the hope that the 

emerging business may grow and need additional space to expand their 

businesses. 

All of the above are opportunities for landlords to meet the growing demand for flexible 

solutions and benefit from a rising sector. Today a vast majority of the coworking sectors 

supply is structured on leases between landlords and third-party operators. The aim of this 

study is to provide insights into the demand for flexible office solutions and the factors that 

make the coworking sector successful. Is the rapidly growing phenomenon of the coworking 

sector changing the existing structures of office market?  

 

3. General characteristics of different office solutions  
 

The office environments main purpose is to support its occupants in performing their job. 

During the years, different office solutions have evolved in order to optimise the use of space 

and promote collaboration. Different office-types are defined by functional and architectural 

features.  

The cellular office is a single office room for one or more people. The plan layout is 

characterised by shared hallways where each room is facing a window. The office work is 

usually independent and highly concentrated. Most of the equipment is located in the office 

room (Bodin Danielsson, 2010).   

The open office plan is characterised by no or low partitions. The employees may have 

individual desks or share large tables. However, each employee may have an individual area 

with a chair, but the overall workspace is non-territorial.  Promotes community to a greater 

extent than cellular offices, also works well for communication and collaboration. Open 

offices are an efficient use of space (Bloomberg, 2018).  

The flex-office is defined by the open environment where the occupants do not have any 

personal workstations. Not only is the plan flexible but also the employees. The flex-offices 

are usually dimensioned for less than 70 percent of the work-force (Bodin Danielsson, 2010). 

The activity-based office is characterised by varying office environments with different 

zones in order to support certain activities and tasks. The employees have no fixed desk, but 

the environment offers several different zones for the needs of the employee. One of the 

major advantages of activity-based offices is the enhanced flow of information and 

knowledge (Bouvier and Eriksson, 2014).   

The coworking office is an office sharing arrangement between individuals and teams. The 

layout can vary between different operators but usually, it consists of a mix of the open office 

layout combined with private offices. A worker may or may not have an individual space. 

Shared amenities, spaces and appliances help keep costs down. In addition to the flexible 

lease terms and collaborative workspace, coworking spaces often encourage social interaction 

between tenants by promoting community in the building (Harvard Business Review, 2015).    
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4. Theoretical framework  
 

This chapter is a review of previously published research and literature. The purpose of the 

chapter is to provide a theoretical framework for the study.  The chapter is divided into four 

sections. Section 4.1 covers a description of previous research on how to embed innovation 

within the office environment. Furthermore, section 4.2 covers research regarding 

expectations and actual effects of flexible workplaces, as well as research concerning the link 

between environmental factors and satisfaction. Moreover, section 4.3 covers service 

management and the last section 4.4, covers flexible leases.  

 

4.1.1 Creating innovation on a macro-level 

 

All innovation begins with creative ideas. In the perspective of a globalised economy and 

increasing competition, key drivers of sustainable economic growth and prosperity have been 

identified in innovative industries and creative individuals (Moriset, 2013). Thus, enterprises 

and scholars are paying increasing consideration to the physical circumstances and the 

geography of economic activities in which innovative and creative accomplishments occur.   

Starting with investigating these circumstances on a macro-level, previous research concludes 

that some specific areas over the globe have demonstrated a significant ability to maintain an 

above-average economic performance, based mainly on the birth and growth of a large 

number of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). These areas are referred to as 

clusters, an economic phenomenon that is placed in a competitive context in which many 

businesses simultaneously compete and collaborate to gain different economic advantages. 

Marshall (1920) showed why clustering could assist enterprises to compete. He noted that 

when firms engaged in similar or related activities agglomerated, economic advantages 

emerged. Such as easy access to suppliers of specialised inputs and services, a pool of 

specialised workers and the quick distribution of new knowledge. His theories are still 

fundamental but they are not sufficient to explain cluster development. Breschi and Malerba 

(2001) acknowledge the significance attached to the concept of “knowledge spillovers” as a 

key explanatory factor for the clustering of innovation firms. The argument is based on the 

characteristics of the knowledge base utilised in innovative activities and the associated 

means of knowledge transmission and communication.  

Furthermore, Romanelli and Khessina (2005) raised attention to an additional explanation for 

the success of clustering, they argue that regions which have strong industrial identities, based 

on the existence of dominant clusters, should attract and preserve more resources than regions 

with weaker industrial identities. Regions that have prominent generalised identities, based on 

the existence of dominant clusters which are related to various other clusters in the regions, 

should attract heterogeneous resources in a larger extent than regions with strongly focused 

identities. Thus, they will be more likely to generate innovations and growth of new industry 

clusters than other regions.  
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This line of thought has evolved and been examined between different cluster areas, which 

revealed similarities, such as the existence of different kinds of relationships between the 

firms, from the conventional input-output supply-chain linkages to a wide range of 

cooperative relationships, and the capability to manage extensive knowledge flows and 

innovation between organisations (Polenske, 2007). This indicates that there is a need for 

organisations to give employees freedom and consent to connect and collaborate with people 

from different disciplines and different organisations. The more diverse the team, the greater 

is the probability that they will spawn breakthrough innovations (Kakko, 2009). It also 

implies creating an environment that can support “immersion in concentrated activities” 

without diversions so that individuals have the time and freedom to explore new ideas. 

 

4.1.2 Creating innovation on a micro-level  

 

As discussed in the previous section, it appears that creativity and innovation is a key factor 

for organisations. This section covers research on how creativity can be encouraged and 

reinforced in the office environment.  

A few studies have revealed that diversity in team members’ backgrounds, constructive 

challenging of ideas, mutual openness to ideas, and shared commitment can encourage 

creativity within a workgroup (Albrecht and Hall, 1991; Andrews, 1979; Monge, Cozzens, 

and Contractor, 1992; Payne, 1990). Teamwork is an important factor for achieving high 

levels of creativity (McCoy, 2005). Although many individuals who work independently have 

been known to make great and important discoveries, the organisational work environment 

requires informed individuals to come together in order to share knowledge and skills as 

teams. As Allen (1984) concludes, it is the system of teams that most efficient “consume, 

transform, produce, and exchange information”.  

The relationship between creativity and the physical environment have been examined in a 

few studies. Stokols, Clitheroe, and Zmuidzinas (1996) found office distractions such as 

visual exposure, foot traffic and noise correlated decidedly with negative environmental 

support for job satisfaction and creativity. In The Art of Innovation, Tom Kelley (2001), a 

partner at the Silicon Valley-based design and consulting firm IDEO, describes how the 

physical environment is seen as truly important and a fundamental factor to create a culture of 

creativity and teamwork. Corporate space at IDEO is separated into neighbourhoods and 

communities. Kelley refers to hierarchal space plans as destructive to collaboration and 

proposes that best allocation of the workspace is expressed in fairness and simplicity. IDEO 

manages their physical workspace as different areas that arrange for unanticipated encounters 

as well as focused, secluded work, or spontaneous meetings and areas where teams can be 

flexible in size due to different project demands. 

McCoy (2005) suggested that there is a lot mutual between the nature of creative teamwork 

and the circumstances contributed by the physical work environment. As a result, the 

characteristics of a team and behaviours know to support creative teamwork can be enhanced 
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or repressed by the attributes of the physical environment. 

4.2.1 Expected and actual effects of flexible workplaces  

 

The expectations are high when it comes to workplace innovation. A variety of organisational 

goals, more than encouraging creativity and innovation, can be used as a foundation for 

specifying and designing the office environment.   

A common anticipation mentioned by Van Der Voordt (2004) is that, by sharing different 

kinds of workplaces, each designed for a diverse set of activities, and the easy accessibility of 

high-tech information and communication technology (ICT), will enhance the efficiency of 

space usage and other facilities (input) and an overall increased performance of the 

organisation and its employees (output). Other goals can include cutting facility costs, 

increasing the sharing of knowledge within the organization, improve the organisation’s 

reputation, and attain a flexible workplace environment for future organisational needs (De 

Been and Beijer, 2014). From previous research, it appears to be a direct link between 

satisfaction of the physical work environment contra job satisfaction and productivity.   

Van Der Voordt (2004) concludes that the lack of privacy and the fact that employees in 

flexible workspaces are unable to personally control lighting and climate settings leads to a 

negative perception of the workplace. However, some of these negative aspects can be 

handled by countermeasures, such as subdividing large open spaces into smaller, team-

oriented sections and by creating concentration cells for confidential telephone calls. These 

results were more or less confirmed by De Been and Beijer (2014), in their study they 

investigated whether the type of office environment had an impact on satisfaction with the 

office environment and productivity support. Results showed that the people working in 

flexible offices, evaluated productivity support, privacy and concentration more negative than 

people working in individual and shared offices. Nonetheless, employees in flexible offices 

are more content with layout and architecture. As in the Van Der Voordt (2004) study, results 

showed that people working in flexible offices where less content with the indoor climate 

than people working in individual and shared room offices. Furthermore, it was concluded 

that flexible workspaces can be efficient in terms of costs and square footage and when 

implementing these types of office solutions, it is important to pay attention to IT facilities, as 

these facilities are a critical success factor in terms of environment usage.  

 

4.2.2 Environmental factors and employee satisfaction  

  

This section covers different environmental factors that previous researchers and scholars 

have found to impact on workplace satisfaction and employee behaviour.  

One of the most famous studies, in terms of recognition of the environment as a significant 

factor in management, is the Hawthorne Studies. The studies took place from 1924-1932 at 
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the Western Electric Company. Through the studies did the researchers discover that many 

social aspects of organisational life could impact on employee performance and behaviour. 

The Hawthorne researchers, Roethlisberger and Dickson (1939) investigated the effects of 

lighting-level. They interpreted the results as that the employees’ behavioural changes were 

due to the perception of change rather than the result of actual changes in the environment.  

The reason for gradually increasing results at the investigated department was interpreted as 

the employees’ awareness of management’s concern with their work environment and 

wellbeing. Leaman (1995) reported findings which can explain the Hawthorne Studies, he put 

forward an interesting concept of “forgiveness”. In the context of how forgiving the 

occupants are to the shortcoming of the office. It is anticipated that the level of “forgiveness” 

can be increased if the occupants are aware that facility management work to solve the 

problem.  

However, other researchers have proven that lighting is of great importance for satisfaction in 

the office environment and productivity-support, with daylight being of particular importance 

(Abdou, 1997). By improving office lighting, increased productivity can be achieved in a 

cost-effective way. When given a choice, it seems as most employees prefer natural lightning 

in their workplace rather than artificial lightning (Veitch, 2005).  It has also been proven that 

individuals who are exposed to shorter hours of daylight are more likely to suffer fatigue, 

sadness and even depression (Evans, 2003).  

The impact of noise levels was investigated by Sundstrom et al. (1994) in a North American 

study, the results showed that 54 percent of 2 391 office employees often were bothered by 

noise pollution in the office environment. It affected both job and environmental satisfaction 

in a negative way. An overload of noise may also lead to an increased risk of job-related 

stress (Karasek and Theorell, 1990).  

Temperature and air quality is together with noise pollution the cause of most complaints in 

offices (Jensen and Arens, 2005). Seppänen et al. (2006) defined a relationship between 

performance and air temperature on a foundation of numerous productivity studies. The 

results showed that a temperature between + 21 to + 22 ̊ C produced optimal performance, 

while a temperature increase by 1 ̊ C, in the range of + 23 ̊ C to 35  ̊C, caused an approximate 

decrease by 2 percent in productivity. Air quality seems to have more or less the same impact 

on comfort and productivity (Wargocki et al., 2000). Total productivity improved on average 

by 1,7 percent for every double escalation in ventilation rate at the interval of 3 to 30 L/s per 

person. The ability to personally adjust heating, cooling and ventilation is related to increased 

environmental satisfaction (O’Neill, 1992, 1993).   

On an individual level, the workstation is one of the most significant features in the office 

environment and the freedom to choose a workstation according to personal partiality seems 

to relate to a higher level of work satisfaction (Sundstrom, 1986; Danielsson and Bodin, 

2008). The main feature of the workstation is the physical objects, such as the furniture and 

other devices which support the work activity. Being able to adjust furniture and storage units 

within the workstation enhances the sense of control over the work environment and also the 

environmental satisfaction (O’Neill, 1993). 
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4.3  Service management  
 

We encounter service operations every day, in a wide range of public or commercial services, 

such as shops, schools, restaurants, hospitals and the internet. The goal of service operation 

management is to deliver a service to the users or customers of a service (Johnston et al., 

2008). It involves understanding the customers’ needs, managing the delivery process of the 

service, establish that objects are met, and continuously working on improving the service. 

Therefore, it becomes a critical function for any service delivering organisation, including 

coworking operators.   

When Coenen and von Felten (2014) applied service management on organisations 

conducting facility management the following areas where underlined as possible 

responsibilities:  

- Support service operations: The relationship between resources and support 

procedures that generate value and provide service to customers. For example, 

cleaning, catering, and provision of working space.  

- An organisation’s resources, containing equipment, materials, staff, technology, and 

facilities.  

- Internal customer segments (employees, departments) and some external customers 

(visitors).   

 

Furthermore, Coenen and von Felten concluded the importance of understanding the link 

between facility management and service management. Therefore, facility managers need to 

take into account certain management challenges that go beyond the current perspective of 

facility management as a cost-driven and engineering discipline. 

 

4.4  Flexible leases 
 

Market forces have continuously compressed lengths of commercial real estate leases, to a 

point where flexible leases have evolved to satisfy the particular needs of individual tenants. 

In order to further understand the development and the coworking sectors context, this section 

covers previous research regarding flexible leases.   

The demand for space within the commercial rental market is determined by potential tenants 

with varying space requirements. The concept of leasing an asset (property or land) is simply 

an acquisition of the use of the asset over a stated period of time (Davis, 2012). During the 

1970s and the 1980s most leases, independent of the sector, were of 25-year extent with the 

occupier responsible for all expenditures. In the early 1990s, the lease duration reduced, 

nonetheless did most other terms remain constant, which was observed to be too inflexible to 

meet the needs of a more volatile economic environment (Lizeri et al., 1998; French, 2001). 

By the late 1990s, landlords had to implement new types of contracts after pressure from 

tenants demanding leases to fit their particular requirements. This has led to a wide range of 
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different lease contracts, as tenants require the ability to expand and contract, shorter terms, 

break clauses and rent reviews which allow the periodical adjustment of commercial rents to 

the market level current at the date of review. As a result, a “typical” lease structure has not 

uniformly existed since the relatively rapid transformation in the 1980s (McCluskey et al., 

2016).  

Some argue that the institutional nature of the property market constrains the landlords’ 

ability to respond when the tenant requirements change (Lizieri, 2003). Most businesses and 

their accompanying operations are conducted within leased premises, thus an absence of lease 

flexibility can directly impact on business activities. It is also observed that the demand for 

space often can change, suggesting that there is a need for tenants to accommodate their space 

requirements with their market requirements (Crosby et al., 2006). 

Furthermore, empirical research suggests that a majority of lease contracts often constitutes a 

compromise that neither suites the landlord nor the tenant perfectly (McCluskey et al., 2016). 

Pfrang and Wittig (2008) underlined the significance of the following factors in lease 

negotiations:  communication, relationship, alternative space available, options, interests of 

each party to be addressed, commitment from both parties, legitimacy to ensure a fair 

outcome for both parties. Ideally, tenants search for a lease allowing them to have flexible 

entry and exit mechanisms, upward and downward rent reviews and the flexibility to match 

their market requirements with their space requirements (Sanderson and Edwards, 2014; 

Crosby et al., 2003) 
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5. Method  
 

In the following chapter, the study’s course of action will be presented and all assumptions 

explained and declared for. This chapter will in detail explain how the research objective will 

be achieved. Population, selection criterion, as well as validity and reliability will be 

described and evaluated. In order to meet this aim, the section is divided into three main parts: 

research design (4.1), data collection (4.2), population and selection (4.3).  

5.1 Research Design   

5.1.1 Research philosophy  

 

In order to conduct this study, the research philosophy Interpretivism has been adopted. The 

main point of interpretivism is the importance for researchers to understand differences 

between humans in our role as social actors. This accentuates the difference between 

conducting research among people rather than objects (Saunders et al., 2016).  

Interpretivism is particularly suitable since the aim is not to find a right or wrong, rather the 

aim is to provide subjective insights regarding the success of the coworking sector. The 

flexibility of using an interpretive approach can come to hand when studying and analysing 

the impact of for example factors that influence behaviour.  

The method allows the researcher to gain a “lived experience” on account of the participant 

and identifying their perceptions of their social world, though the insights will be subjective, 

they give an inside perspective. The interpretive approach may be used when researchers 

conduct qualitative research methods such as interviews, based on open-ended questions or 

semi-structured rather than closed questions. This puts the researcher in a position where the 

shape of the questions needs to allow the researcher to gain access to the participant’s world 

of experience and personal accounts. To gather valid and rich data, the structure of the 

questions should allow the participant to talk freely. Furthermore, it is important that the 

interviewer is skilled and have the ability to put participants at ease so they feel confident and 

able to talk directly about their experiences. 

On the other hand, the procedure is subjective and responses cannot be measured, which 

makes it statistically unusable. A high degree of the result is therefore dependent on the 

interviewer’s skills and interpretation, which makes the approach vulnerable for bias on 

behalf of the researcher. The data from such a study cannot be generalised since data will be 

impacted by personal viewpoint and values. During the analysis of the data, there is a risk that 

the researcher may look for specific themes that will support the research question, because of 

this it is a danger that other relevant themes will be neglected.  

5.1.2  Exploratory study 
 

Since the previous research within the field of the coworking sector is limited, this study will 
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be of exploratory nature. An exploratory study can be seen as an important tool of finding out 

“What is happening; to seek new insights; to ask questions and to asses’ phenomena in a new 

light” (Robson, 2002). This approach can be especially convenient when the aim is to clarify 

the understanding of a problem, such as the precise nature of a phenomenon (Saunders et al., 

2016).  The flexibility inherent in exploratory research is accompanied by an initially broad 

foundation which becomes progressively narrower as the research advance. Flexibility can be 

an advantage when results of new data appear and the study’s direction is adaptable to 

change. 

 

5.2 Data Collection  

5.2.1  Case Study  

 

A case study can be defined as follows, ”a strategy for doing research which involves an 

empirical investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context 

using multiple sources of evidence” (Robson, 2002). The aim of case studies is to analyse 

specific issues within the limitations of a specific organisation, environment or situation. This 

case study will take place in London, UK, where one of the world’s largest coworking 

operators, WeWork, will be studied to gain insights of the research question. In order to gain 

a wider and deeper knowledge, three supporting sources active in the coworking sector will 

be used.  

A case study of the existing coworking sector will provide a deep and holistic view of the 

research problem, and may help explain, describe and understand the research problem. 

According to Yin (2009), one strategy for improving validity is by using multiple sources of 

evidence because of the increased number observations of the same phenomenon.   

5.2.2  Choice of method  

 

To gather primary data semi-structured interviews will be conducted with a number of 

professionals currently active in the coworking sector. Two interviews will be carried through 

in London and two in Stockholm. Semi-structured interviews comprise components of both, 

unstructured and structured interviews. The interviews will thus be based on a list of 

predetermined questions and themes, to be answered by all interviewees. The questions will 

be based on the research from the theoretical framework. All though, additional questions 

may be asked during the interviews to further expand and/or explain certain subjects. 

Collected data will be of qualitative-style which makes it a subject for interpretation but also 

bias since all the data will be interpreted by the researcher.   
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5.3 Population and Selection  

5.3.1 The case 

 

London is the global leader for flexible workplaces, followed by New York, in terms of both 

numbers of operators and volume of space (Savills, 2018; Cushman & Wakefield, 2018). 

Central London has evolved as one of the most mature and largest flexible workspace markets 

over the globe. The sector is estimated to occupy over 10 million square feet of space in 

Central London, corresponding to approximately 4 percent of the total office stock in Central 

London. Flexible workspace operators account for four of the top ten largest takers of space 

2012-2017, alongside tech giants such as Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon (Cushman & 

Wakefield, 2018).  

5.3.2 Selection  

 

The case was selected due to the market-leading position of both London and WeWork in the 

coworking sector. London is regarded as the largest and most mature market in the sector and 

WeWork is the largest operator in London, but also one of the largest across the globe. Hence, 

the selected case will give a valid insight of the coworking sector. As a supporting source in 

the UK market, The Global Head of WorkThere was selected, to increase validity to the case 

and the study.   

To further improve validity, two supporting sources active in the Stockholm market was 

selected, to increase the number of observation and to study the research object in a different 

setting. The real estate market in Stockholm is known to share similarities with the London 

market and tends to follow the development of the real estate market in London.  

WeWork 

WeWork is a global network of workspaces founded 

in 2010. With over 330 office locations in 65 cities the 

company has become a significant actor with an 

estimated value of approximately 20 billion US dollars (WeWork, 2018; Forbes, 2017). 

Today WeWork has the second largest volume of space in London after the UK government, 

which makes WeWork London’s largest coworking operator. Since 2012, WeWork has been 

the largest taker of space in Central London corresponding to over 2 500 000 square feet of 

space (Cushman & Wakefield, 2018).  

The company provides shared workspaces for teams of 1-100+ through four different 

solutions (WeWork, 2018):  

I. Hot Desk- Guarantees an open seat workspace in a common area at one location.  

II. Dedicated Desk- Is a fixed desk delivered in a shared place at one location. 
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III. Private Office- An enclosed, lockable office that can accommodate teams of various 

sizes. The solution is delivered ready for move-in, with chairs desk and filling 

cabinets.  Located in the coworking space.  

IV. Custom Buildout- Can consist of a full floor or building with a tailor-made layout. 

WeWork manage the deal structure with the landlord and is taking on the risks of 

long-term leases and capital expenditure. All operations are managed by WeWork, 

such as front-desk service, security and employee events.  

 

5.3.3  Supporting sources  

 

WorkThere 

WorkThere is a business created by the global real 

estate consultancy Savills in 2017, to help tenants 

find flexible work space across Europe, America and 

Asia (WorkThere, 2018). The company provides an advisory service by real experts with 

local market knowledge, combined with an online search-tool. The main purpose of the 

service is to help occupiers find flexible work space that satisfies the occupier’s needs. The 

service enables any team of 1-100+ to find office space with the advantage of no fixed 

contracts.  

 

Workaround/ Stayaround:  

Workaround is a Swedish company owned by Stronghold Invest, 

an investment company focused on investing, owning and 

develop real estate services (Stronghold, 2018). Workaround is 

an online marketplace for subletting office space started in 2015 

and is today active in Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö but 

also in Copenhagen (Workaround, 2018). The main purpose of the service is to enable the use 

of currently vacant office space, meeting rooms and conference rooms. The areas are 

provided either by landlords who can offer flexible work space or even by existing tenants 

who have space which exceeds their current needs. The company’s idea is that while 

managing the administrative parts of the leasing process, they also gather a wide digitised 

range of diverse workplaces for different needs. Stayaround is a subsidiary to Workaround, 

offering coworking spaces around Stockholm. The company has three coworking spaces with 

a mix of hot seats and private offices.   

 

Goto 10: 

Goto 10 is a free start- and meetup space in 

Stockholm for internet related business ideas, 
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financed by The Internet Foundation in Sweden, IIS, an independent public-service 

organisation that acts to ensure positive development of the internet (IIS, 2018). The 

foundations goal is to invest at least 25 percent of the revenue in various projects that develop 

the internet, such as Goto 10. The Goto 10 project has developed a coworking space that 

promotes projects at an early stage that are or potentially can have a positive impact on the 

development of the internet (Goto 10, 2018). As a result, coworkers at Goto 10 can rent a spot 

for subsidised prices but the lease frame cannot be longer than two years.  Goto 10 have one 

coworking space, located in Stockholm, with a mix of hot seats and dedicated desks.  

 

5.4 Interviews  
 

The following interviews have been carried through in order to gather data and insights about 

the research question.   

Company Title Date 

WeWork  Project manager 2018-04-13 

WorkThere Global Head of WorkThere 2018-04-13 

Workaround/ Stayaround CEO 2018-04-24 

Goto 10 Project manager 2018-04-16 

Table 1: Interviews   
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6. Results   
 

The empirical results in this section were gathered from semi-structured interviews. The 

interview questions were developed from the base of the theoretical framework and 

correspond to the subheadings of this section. In appendix A, the question-form can be found. 

However, depending on the company’s expertise the questions have altered a bit, in order to 

obtain information as relevant as possible. The results focus on the data gathered from the 

case and are reinforced by the supporting sources.  

6.1 The demand for flexible office solutions  

 

The empirical data, gathered from the interviews indicate that there are a number of different 

drivers behind the demand for flexible office solutions.  

The first one, which was confirmed in the London case and supported by the Stockholm 

sources, is the great number of start-ups and their volatile dynamics. Both cities are seen as 

start-ups hubs, attracting talent and innovative firms on an international and domestic level. 

Noteworthy, there are more coworking spaces in London than any other city in the world, 

which was explained by London being one of the financial capitals of the world, together with 

an excellent talent pool and therefore one of the strongest start-up cities. 

The ongoing development of an increasing number of start-ups requires an ecosystem such as 

the coworking sector in order to support the emerging of start-up companies. Furthermore, the 

start-up companies of today are much more volatile than companies from earlier generations. 

In extreme cases, the start-ups can go from one person to a hundred persons in the space of a 

few months, compared to a previous expansion span of maybe ten years.  

The second factor was explained to be correlated with the effects of globalisation. An 

increasing number of people tend to move all over the world in pursuit of major cities where 

they can make a living. As a result, there are a growing number of non-employer firms due to 

the increase of freelancers and “digital nomads”, only dependent on communications such as 

internet connection and a laptop. The operators in both London and Stockholm were observed 

to have a large group of non-native tenants.  

In the WeWork case, globalisation was observed to be one of their main success factors in 

terms of demand from tenants. “People move into cities and are surrounded by more people, 

but in fact, many are more isolated, it is a paradox.” At the same time, most people seem to 

have an urge to be part of something that connects them with other people. That is what 

WeWork tapped into and extracted a huge value. When you, for example, walk into a café 

and the person behind the bar recognises you and knows your name. It is those kinds of 

connections WeWork mimic in their buildings.  The idea is to know people by name and get 

to know them, not every person is going to know every single one, but the floor managers 

should know everybody and what their companies are doing. 

The third and final driver, combined with the others, was observed to be the traditionally rigid 
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lease structure of the office rental markets in London and Stockholm. Traditionally, leases in 

London tend to span between five and fifteen years and involves a long lease process of 

numerous steps, taking up to months to realise. Hence, the coworking sector has been able to 

take advantage by offering flexibility.  

The coworking sector has made it as easy as possible for a company to take space, by 

shortening the traditional lease process; they can offer space for tomorrow, even if the leasing 

companies are one person or a hundred persons taking a 12-month contract for a private office 

within a coworking environment.  

Looking to the case of WeWork, they saw the ridged lease structure and the overall 

development of start-ups, as an opportunity. WeWork started out as a mission driven 

company, focused on small start-up companies that needed space to perform business 

activities, accompanied by flexible lease terms. However, as the company has grown, 

WeWork found that corporate companies want to take part of their offering. This has created 

a new situation for WeWork, where the group who the market was aimed at are using the 

product and those outside of the primary group wants to consume the product as well. An 

evolution that was unexpected according to WeWork.   

Noteworthy, the main part of WeWork’s stock consist of private offices, it is about 95 percent 

private offices in a WeWork building. The offices are in a shared environment but separated 

into private rooms. For a thousand members there is around 25 dedicated desks and around 40 

hot desks. However, the distribution might change depending on the building. The overall 

stock is office heavy, which is explained by the tenants’ demands. WeWork’s average sized 

building in London has developed to a size of 1 500 members, from 200-300 members earlier.   

 

6.2 The mix of tenants 

 

The empirical study showed, that there is a wide range of industries represented among the 

tenants, although tech start-ups probably are the single largest group both in London and 

Stockholm, it should not be considered dominant. A huge portion of the companies, no matter 

industry, are innovative start-up firms’ in the service provider segment, reflecting the overall 

development of SMEs.  

Looking at the tenants’ demographics, a group of people in the age of 20-30 is 

overrepresented on the start-up side and among the non-employer firms. It was observed that 

people in the age of 20-30 have a high tendency to start their own business. However, it has 

been observed that a growing number of people from older generations are entering the 

coworking sector, a trend that was explained to be driven by two groups of people. The first 

group is people that been working in the home environment for a long time and simply wants 

to work in a wider community. The second group is a big group of people in the age of 45-55 

who are starting up their own business.  

The community is an important part of the coworking sector. Mostly it is in the shared office 
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environment where the community is, that’s where the non-employer firms and the start-ups 

are, and they need the benefit of a wider network and an ecosystem. The bigger corporations 

sometimes choose to go into a mixed-office or a coworking space, with their creative and 

innovative departments, such as research and development. By doing this, the corporations 

can work and synergise with other companies, and still be able to choose the level of 

involvement in the community.   

WorkThere has observed that the community is most important for the long-term small 

companies in the size of one to ten people. “These companies, for example, might not have a 

web designer and to be able to find one from the same office, that’s when the community 

really works well.”  

Looking at the WeWork case, they primarily have their app as a tool for the tenants to 

network’. Every single member has access to the app and can connect to each other through 

the app. Then the building itself connects them, but the main idea, is that the more buildings 

WeWork have, the bigger the network gets, and the stronger the app gets. At the time of the 

interview, WeWork had approximately 200 000 members around the world.  

WeWork also have community managers in every single building and part of their job is to 

create a community within that building, through weekly events and such. Connections 

between different firms do not happen instantly, but the connections do happen, over 50 

percent of WeWork’s members have worked together in some way. This indicates that there 

is a value for companies to be able to collaborate.  

The occurrence of cluster areas, where companies from the same industry agglomerate, can 

emerge dependent on the operator’s strategy. However, WeWork does not curate the office 

space, in terms of where tenants can locate their business. Nonetheless, information about 

what kind of industry WeWork have in a particular building is highly requested by the 

tenants. This information, the tenants can obtain through the app and then make a free choice 

where they want to locate. As a result, the office stock has developed in a natural way into 

different hubs and cluster heavy areas. The clusters are focused on different industries such as 

media, public relations, marketing, tech or fintech. Furthermore, the clusters locations are 

associated with a historical identity to the certain industry.   

The tenant’s decision-making process concerning which office space the tenant want to take 

can be regarded as a cognitive process resulting in a course of action among several 

alternative possibilities. For the tenant, the process involves identifying and choosing 

alternatives grounded in preferences, values and beliefs of the company. What was found 

from WeWorks experience is that companies rather decide on the location versus the mix of 

members they have in the space than the cost. However, WorkThere had observed that some 

start-ups are less worried about the mix of tenants’, these start-ups just want an office that 

cost the right amount and is in the right location. For those start-ups the wider business 

network is appealing, but cost and location tend to decide.   
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6.3 The physical environment  

 

The level of flexibility in the physical environment is of great importance for a big actor such 

as WeWork. Hence, WeWork has developed a product team which design all the architecture 

and the layout of the buildings. Now, when WeWork has been up and running for over 8 

years they have gathered a lot of data based on what the tenants want and need, which the 

product team can apply in the design and development of the space. For example, the 

conferences rooms are now profoundly different compared to when the company started, in 

terms, of the size and the integrated facilities. In the beginning, every single conference room 

included televisions and telephones but through the gathered data WeWork recognised that 

people were not using the facilities in an efficient way. As a result, there has been an 

evolution in utilisation and optimisation, so now each room is dedicated to certain activities. 

In terms of office-stock WeWork try to be flexible and prepared for the tenant’s demands, if a 

company is growing WeWork should be able to upgrade them to a bigger office without the 

need of physical rearrangements, such as moving walls.  

Since WeWork’s leasing basis is that everything is month to month, they can easily move the 

tenant to a new office in the building or to a new location. But, for example, if a company 

have two offices next to each other and the company wants to take down the glass partition 

between the offices, it is possible to arrange that, and still have the option to put the partition 

back in. Larger changes in the physical environment could be problematic due to ventilation 

and electrical cables. The main point of WeWork’s approach is that the members get what 

they need and that WeWork should possess the ability to upgrade the tenant to a bigger office 

when it is needed.  

At the Swedish operator, Stayaround, they try to do the best out of each office from the given 

circumstances and the result is determined by how flexible Stayaround are. It is described, as 

a puzzle that is dependent on the constantly changing requirements from new and old tenants.  

At the same time, it is important to build a relationship with the tenant by satisfying their 

needs. Even though it is some extra work to meet the tenant’s requirements, is a good 

relationship key for a long-term partnership.  

In general terms, most spaces seem to be relatively flexible, but it depends on the type of 

building. If it is a bigger building it is common to do some clever partitioning, in that case, the 

operators often fit out one floor into several private offices.  

 

6.4 Demands and tenant satisfaction 

 

Most demands and requirements regarding technical solutions and services are quite general 

according to both the WeWork-case and the supporting sources. When it comes to the 

technical part it is mostly general operations that are highly requested and making sure 

everything runs free of faults. Most issues take place when operations are failing, such as the 
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cleaning, the internet, the lightning or the cooling. Providing a dedicated line with a decent 

bandwidth is probably the single most requested technical solution, a majority of the tenants 

do not even want a telephone line anymore, and if the tenants do it is one they can share.  

In terms of services, the results were constant through the interviews. A majority of the 

tenants’ request is to access the office every hour of the day, which tends to be especially 

important for the early phase start-ups, since some of the tenants still work part- or full-time 

with other jobs. Easy access to food within the office or close by the office is also commonly 

requested by the tenants.  

A shared office environment entails that a lot of people share the same amenities and space. 

In the case, it was observed that the shared environment can generate complaints unless the 

common spaces and the toilets are retained at an acceptable level. Noteworthy, it seems to be 

exceptional that someone is terminating their membership and leaves the office because of 

complaints due to malfunction or insufficient operations.  

Age does not seem to affect satisfaction in the shared office environment. Interestingly there 

is an age difference in WeWork’s buildings based on where they are located because of the 

nature of their companies and the clusters. Age tends to affect what kind of events that are 

hosted in the building since the interests alter due to age. The dynamics of a building reflects 

the age group of the building, so the age of the members and the interests of the members tend 

to dictate the feel of the building.  

Oversubscription of hot seats does not seem to be established on a broad level. At WeWork, 

they only sell what they have, in order to avoid ending up in a situation where they sold 

something and then they cannot fulfil it. It was also mentioned, that the hot seat segment is a 

low-margin business with a small upside of oversubscribing the existing stock. 

Oversubscription was, however, possible at Goto10 in Stockholm, due to the low use of their 

current members, resulting in requests from other members to increase the number of tenants. 

By the time of the interview, the subscription of hot seats at Goto10 had increased to 35 while 

the actual seats corresponded to 18 desks. However, Goto10 had no problems reported due to 

their oversubscription, rather the opposite, since the existing tenants requested more 

coworkers.  

 

6.5 Impact   

 

The impact that the coworking-sector and full-service offices are having on the lease market 

in London is resulting in a steady dropping off in the number of 1 000-5 000 square feet deals 

with a 5-year lease. Because the companies, who traditionally sign deals in the segment of 

1 000-5 000 square feet, do not want to commit five years anymore, when for example 

WeWork can provide the same space with better quality, on flexible terms, and the companies 

can rent it tomorrow.  

The full-service office with flexible terms might be slightly more expensive, but for the 
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businesses, it makes much more sense than the long-term lease option. Since the nature of 

business is getting to the point where companies only look 12 months ahead, most companies 

do not need the five years lease. During 2017, over 20 percent of the leases in Central London 

came through the coworking-sector compared to 8 percent in 2016. The stock for flexible 

workplace operators corresponded to approximately 4 percent of all office stock in central 

London. As a result, WeWork has emerged as the largest taker of space, with over 2 500 000 

square feet of space since 2012 (Cushman & Wakefield, 2018).    

At the same time, it has been observed an increased deal size in the number of desks provided 

through the coworking sector. A trend that is expected to continue as more big companies 

enters the market. Especially with the new leases standard IFRS 161 coming in. The IFRS 16 

introduces a new leases standard which requires a lessee to recognise all leases with a term of 

more than 12 months as liabilities, except when the underlying asset is of low value. Some 

financial ratios are expected to be affected as the liabilities in the balance sheet increase. 

Heavy users of real estate leases, such as retailers are expected to have a median increase in 

debt of 98 percent (PwC, 2016). It was also mentioned, that it is possible a lot of corporations 

need to be cleaver in the way they handle IFRS 16 and their real estate leases. 

The fast growth and the significant impact the coworking sector is having on the office 

market has made some of the major landlords in both London and Stockholm curious of the 

ongoing development of the coworking sector. As a result, an increasing number of landlords 

consider strategies to incorporate flexibility into their portfolios. Some big landlords such as 

British Land, United Kingdom’s second-largest property company have developed their own 

products in order to provide flexible workspace without the need of a third-party provider.  

It was also mentioned, that implementation of a turnover-based lease between landlords and 

operators could enable the landlords to retain a higher profit without the need to enter the 

market directly. A turnover-based lease would work in favour for the landlords in a booming 

market and as a protection for both parties in a recession.  

 

  

                                                           
1 International Financial Reporting Standard issued in January 2016 by the International Accounting Standards 
Board.  
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7. Discussion and Conclusions  
 

In this section, major findings from the empirical study are analysed and discussed. 

Subsequently, concluding remarks are addressed, followed by limitations and shortcomings 

and an outline of potential directions for future research.  

The purpose of the present master thesis is to gain an insight into the demand for flexible 

office solutions and the factors that make the coworkings sector successful. From the 

empirical results, it transpires that there is a strong connection between the overall 

development of the business landscape and the growth of the coworking sector. 

The demand for flexible office solutions  

Three factors were established to influence the demand for full-service offices and flexible 

lease terms. The first factor is the volatile dynamics and the increased number of today’s 

enterprises; the start-up companies are much more volatile in terms of size than the 

companies before them, which make them unwilling to sign traditional long-term leases due 

to the rapid variation in the companies’ future space requirements. Flexible demands are 

nothing new according to previous research, but a heavy increase in the quantity of start-ups 

recently, combined with rapid growth potential, can be interpreted as a strong force on the 

demand side. A force so strong, that the previous structure in the rental market and what the 

companies expect from the office is affected.  

The second factor is globalisation and its effects on migration. People move all over the globe 

and seek major cities where they can make a living.  As a result, the number of freelancers 

and “digital nomads” are growing in urban areas. Even though this group of people is 

surrounded by other people, many feel isolated due to the new environment, and this creates 

an urge to be part of something that connects them with other people. The coworking sector 

has been able to fill this urge for connection and create coherence for people new in global 

cities. However, “hot desks”, which are mainly requested by non-employer firms only, 

correspond to a small part of the coworking sector’s stock. Thus, the potential impact of non-

employer firms on the demand side is estimated as small.  

The third factor is the rigid lease structure, where traditional leases tends to span between five 

and fifteen years and the extensive process involving numerous steps. The coworking sector 

has been able to take advantage of the traditional rigid lease structure by offering flexibility 

and making it as easy as possible for a company to take space. The theoretical framework 

(Sanderson and Edwards, 2014; Crosby et al., 2003) suggests tenants ideally search for a lease 

allowing them to have flexible entry and exit mechanisms, upward and downward rent 

reviews and the flexibility to match the tenants’ space requirements. A close gap between the 

tenants’ ideal and the coworking sectors’ supply is probably a key explanatory factor for the 

coworking sector’s rapid development. 

Clustering  

The literature review suggests that there are extensive benefits enterprises can gain from the 
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competitive and collaborative environment that clusters entail. When firms engage in similar 

or related activities agglomerate, economic advantages emerge. Knowledge spillover between 

firms is described as a key explanatory factor for clustering among innovative firms. The 

empiric data confirmed previous research, by the existence of heavy clustering in different 

industries among WeWorks tenants in London. The clusters emerged in diverse geographical 

areas of London, which corresponded to a historical identity of a certain industry.  

What is truly interesting is that the clustering occurred in a natural way by forces out of the 

operator’s control. This indicates that there is no need for the landlord or operator to curate 

the office space in order to generate a tenant mix that benefits the tenants, as long as the 

tenant has a choice and can obtain information about the existing constitution of tenants.  

Noteworthy is that this conclusion is only applicable to large-scale operators with a variety of 

coworking centres since the case seems to differ for small-scale coworking operators only 

active in one building with one industry. The lack of diversification can potentially be a risk 

for operators’ dependent on tenants from one certain industry if the industry experiences 

recession.  

Furthermore, the empirical data showed that a large portion of the firms in the coworking 

spaces collaborates. However, it takes time for collaborations to take root. The third-party 

operator or the landlord can induce cooperation between firms in a number of ways, weekly 

events at the office, community managers, an online based network, or social spots within the 

office. This confirms Tom Kelly’s (2001) ideas about the importance of an office 

environment that supports unanticipated encounters as well as spontaneous meetings.  

A strong community tends to be of greatest importance for long-term small companies in the 

size of one to ten people. The small companies need the benefit of a wider network and an 

ecosystem. Other companies can also benefit from the community, but it is not as essential. 

Some bigger corporations have been observed to put their creative and innovative 

departments, such as research and development, in a shared office environment where they 

can work and synergise with other companies. This further strengthens the correlation, 

between existing research regarding the advantages of clustering, and what companies search 

for in coworking spaces.  

Three major parameters were established to influence the tenant’s decision-making process: 

cost, location and the mix of tenants. Cost is most significant for the small undeveloped 

companies, which rationally makes sense due to their financial situation and ability to pay. 

Since most coworking operators can offer different low-cost alternatives it tends to be a less 

important parameter than the following two.  

Location is generally an important parameter when different real estate phenomena are 

studied. As mentioned earlier, different areas of a city seem to attract a certain type of 

industry, which the companies are aware of and it, therefore, reflects on the decision-making 

process. Location combined with the third parameter, the right mix of co-tenants, further 

reinforces the argument of a rational development of cluster-heavy areas where a large 

portion of the tenants are active within the same industry.  
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The tenant’s decision-making process concerning which office space the tenant want to take 

can be regarded as a cognitive process resulting in a course of action among several 

alternative possibilities. For the tenant, the process involves identifying and choosing 

alternatives grounded in preferences, values and beliefs of the company. The process can be 

more or less rational due to the complicity of various parameters, which can be based on tacit 

or explicit knowledge and beliefs. The results from the interviews, supports the conclusion 

that there is no need for the landlord or a third-party operator to curate the mix of tenants for 

the tenant’s benefit and satisfaction. Since the demand tends to mould and optimise the 

market when conditions are free. 

As mentioned earlier, the theoretical framework suggests that innovative companies benefit 

from clustering and knowledge spillover. The argument is based on the characteristics of the 

knowledge base utilised in innovative activities and the associated means of knowledge 

transmission and communication.  The empirical results, confirmed previous research, seeing 

that most of the tenants are innovative start-up firms active in the service provider segment. 

The single largest group is tech start-ups’, but the tech sector should not be considered 

dominant since there is a vast diversity of industries among the tenants. However, it is 

possible to assume that the coworking sectors supply is well suited for innovative firms.  

The tenants  

The tenants’ demographics indicate an overrepresentation among a group of people in the age 

of 20-30 due to a higher tendency to start their own business. A young demographic will 

probably be overrepresented in the near future even though there is an increasing number of 

people from older generations entering the coworking sector. Nonetheless, no connection was 

found between age and satisfaction of the coworking environment.   

Age was only observed to differ between clusters correlated to the nature of the industry. Age, 

however, tends to dictate the dynamics of the building through events and atmosphere. One 

can conclude that age is a factor which reflects on the environment through differences in 

interests between generations. 

Results from the litterateur review showed that people working in individual and shared room 

offices, evaluated productivity support, privacy and concentration more positive than people 

working in flexible offices. The empirical results confirmed a heavy demand for private 

offices within the shared coworking environment, WeWork’s stock comprises of 95 percent 

private offices.  There is a clear relationship between the tenants’ demands and what the 

coworking operators are offering, which indicates that there is a sufficient understanding 

between the two parties.     

Service Management  

The service management theory includes an understanding of customers’ demands and 

establishes the importance of fulfilling these demands. The empirical results showed that it is 

vital for the coworking operators to deliver a service where operations and technical solutions 

are free of faults, and the ability to meet the tenants’ demands and requirements. This 
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indicates that the coworking operators are conscious in regard of their position as a service 

provider.  

Lizieri (2003) argue that the institutional nature of the property market constrains the ability 

of landlords to respond when the tenant requirements change. It is also mentioned, that the 

office leasing market traditionally has been characterised by a rigid lease structure with a 

supply controlled by property owners. However, due to the tenants changing demands, the 

coworking sector has filled a void, and it is possible to assume that the property owner’s role 

will need to change towards service provision.  

By offering short lease terms, it becomes crucial to keep tenants satisfied in order to obtain 

stable cash-flows. Nonetheless, a good dialogue and communication between the operator and 

the tenant contribute to understanding the needs. A deep and holistic understanding of 

tenant’s needs greatly benefits the operator. Therefore, the volatile dynamics of companies’ 

growth can yield a high return to the operator if the operator can provide a matching space 

when the companies grow.  

Flexibility in both the stock and the physical environment is thus a significant factor for the 

operator’s success. The main strategy for large coworking operators appears to consist of a 

well-developed stock which can absorb shifting needs from the tenants. Consequently, the 

risk of losing tenants will decrease, because of the fact that they simply become too big. 

However, one can draw the conclusion that flexibility in the physical office environment is 

important for smaller rearrangement situations and optimisation of the space. Optimisation of 

the physical environment can be done through special design teams whose fit is based on real-

life data sampling; the bigger the sample the better the fit.    

Through a sustainability perspective, the optimisation of space usage can decrease the office 

sectors need for space due to underutilised resources. By nature, the concept of coworking is 

part of the shared economy and the collaborative consumption. Instead of duplicating 

resources the coworking sector allows tenants to share services and space. The structure of 

collaborative consumption enhances the capacity of utilisation and increases the 

environmental sustainability.  

Impact  

The rational choice for an increasing number of companies, no matter company size, appears 

to include service and flexibility. The full-service office with flexible terms might be slightly 

more expensive, but for the businesses, it makes much more sense than the long-term lease 

option. Compared to other areas of business, where it is rational to outsource functions 

unrelated to the core business, it vindicates the demand for a full-service office. As a result of 

choosing a full-service office, companies can focus precious time and resources on the core 

business.  

Lengths of commercial leases have decreased during the last decades due to changing market 

conditions and companies demands. These factors are still undoubtedly in control of the 

current lease market development. The new generation of companies demands flexibility in 
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order to navigate and adapt when their needs are changing. The coworking sector tapped into 

this demand and offered a solution to the requests of the market. As a result, the sector is now 

growing and attracting customers which it originally was not intended for, large corporations 

and an increasing deal size in the number of desks proves that there is a wide demand for 

short-term leases. However, the development has created a paradox for the third-party 

operators, in order to meet the market demand by offering short and flexible lease terms they 

put themselves at risk by taking the long-term leases with the landlords. So far it has benefited 

the operators due to a globally booming economy where vacant levels are at low levels. But 

long-term leases potentially can put the operators in an inconvenient position if the economy 

enters a recession.  

A possible solution to decrease the risks of long-term leases would be an implementation of 

turn-over based leases between the landlord and the operator. This would generate flexibility 

for both the landlord and the operator in a volatile market but also give the landlord 

immediate advantage when the operator trades above expectation. From the landlord’s 

perspective, a turn-over based lease can also be an alternative to enter the coworking sector 

directly and still obtain a share of the profit.  

Inevitably, the coworking sector have attracted interest from landlords due to the sectors 

significant impact on the office rental market. Some of the major landlords, such as British 

Land, are therefore entering the sector by launching own products with flexible terms, shorter 

lease lengths and full-service offices. However, most landlords operate in a niche sector and 

have traditionally been successful without the need to renew their business model and stock. 

The challenge for most landlords considering entering the coworking sector will be the 

implementation of necessary supply chains to run a profitable operation. Operating flexible 

workspace requires specific skills in order to generate substantial return due to the low 

margins of the sector.  

Entering new sectors involves a thorough analysis of potential barriers and challenges 

existing structures and traditions. The coworking sector has evolved from a different 

foundation, where service management is a natural part of the business model and the core 

business involves service operations. Potentially, coworking operators have an advantage 

through their consciousness regarding their role as a service provider. For landlords entering 

the sector, challenges can take place unless they thoroughly understand the sector and the 

accompanying role as a service provider.  

An increasing supply of short-term leases will further support the trend of decreasing lease 

lengths. It is already mentioned that an accumulative number of corporations seek flexible 

terms for dynamic response in a volatile environment. The implementation of IFRS 16 can 

potentially raise financial incentives for companies to obtain short-term leases since IFRS 16 

requires them to recognise all leases with a term of more than 12 months on their balance 

sheet as liabilities.  

For large corporations with heavy usage of real estate leases, it is possible some will change 

strategies. One potential solution is a core space, for a headquarter or other core business units 

fixed to a long-term lease, since these functions do not require flexibility, and the satellite 
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offices bound to shorter flexible leases, in order to avoid a substantial increase of debt.  

A challenge with short lease terms is the existing financing model, which emphasise on the 

valuation of fixed leases and is typically conducted by the multi-period discounted cash flow 

(DCF) valuation, which has gained wide acceptance both in professional practice and in 

academic circles. The DCF model is well suited for properties with long contracts due to 

accurate estimation of future cash flows, which therefore lowers the risk premium. But when 

it comes to flexible contracts, the lack of suitable computational models for pricing flexibility 

in leases is a major challenge for landlords and financiers. The lack of an alternative model is 

possibly restraining the development of short and flexible leases.  

 

7.1 Concluding remarks 

 

The principal aim of this study was to analyse and provide insights into the demand for 

flexible office solutions and the factors that make the coworking sector successful.  

The office rental market is in a phase of rapid transformation after many decades of cautious 

development. Traditional offices must continue to reinvent themselves in order to remain 

attractive and competitive towards the coworking sector. Landlords must also adapt as tenants 

demand increasingly flexible lease terms. The findings complement other studies, illustrating 

the increased demand for flexible office solutions and that the coworking sector has been able 

to meet the demand.   

The coworking sector has been particularly effective at attracting start-up firms and younger 

talent pools. Three factors were established to influence the demand:  

- The volatile dynamics of today’s businesses.  

- Globalisation and its effects on migration.  

- The office market’s ridged lease structure.  

 

Furthermore, the following factors were found to influence the success of the coworking 

sector: 

The dynamic forces of the coworking sector seem to be able to create clusters that benefit the 

tenants. The natural evolution of the clusters indicates that there is no need for the operator or 

landlord to curate the mix of tenants.  

The operator’s role as a service provider is a key explanatory factor for the success of the 

coworking sector. It is important for the operator to be able to meet the tenant’s requirements 

and be able to handle the volatile dynamics of the start-ups in order to retain the tenants’ 

business.   

Thus, flexibility in both the stock and the physical environment is a significant factor for the 

coworking operator. A well-developed stock can absorb the shifting needs from the tenants 
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and help the operator to retain volatile businesses.  

The rational choice of office, for an increasing number of companies, appears to include 

service and flexibility. For businesses, it makes more sense to include service and obtain 

flexible terms than the traditional long-term lease. It is possible that the effects of the 

coworking sector will change the existing structures of the office market.  

 

7.2 Limitations 

 

Limitation in the study may appear due to the size, an increased number of perspectives and 

viewpoints would have been preferable, which could have been achieved if a larger group of 

coworking operators had been interviewed. Which would have been possible if the study’s 

time frame had been longer. Furthermore, the limited number of respondents could impact on 

the results as well as the respondents’ different geographical markets. Limitations in the 

conclusions can occur due to the qualitative nature of the study which makes it vulnerable to 

bias and statistically unusable.  

 

7.3 Suggestions for future research  

 

Future researchers interested in coworking sectors development and impact could investigate 

the implementation of IFRS 16 and its effects on the office market. The implementation 

potentially can change the way heavy real estate leasers handle existing lease structures. It is 

possible the demand for flexible leases will increase  

Furthermore, future researchers could investigate how flexible lease terms affect the existing 

financing model since shorter contracts directly impact on the value of the lease. During the 

study, the lack of a suitable computational model for pricing flexibility was observed to be a 

major challenge for landlords and financiers, and potentially a factor that restrains the 

development of flexible leases.    
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Appendix A – Interview questions  
 
 
 
Why do you think the coworking sector have become so big in London (or Stockholm)?  

Which factors have been crucial for the success of the coworking sector?  

Does your company actively work with the mix of tenants? If yes, are you trying to create a 

synergy effect, so the tenants can benefit from each other?   

Do the tenants request other tenants (Co-workers) from similar work field or the same 

industry?   

Is any industry overrepresented among your clients?  

What is your company's strategy regarding owning or renting space?  

How is the physical environment in your coworking spaces? Is it important to be flexible in 

sense of demand? Can people find private areas?  

Are you trying to achieve a higher occupancy than 100%? If yes, is that a strategy in every 

case?  

Which are the most requested technical solutions?  

Which services are most commonly requested by the tenants?  

Have you noticed if age is a factor that affects satisfaction? If different generations have 

different preferences and demands? 
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